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BY MACHAELLE WRIGHT

PIVOT
A Memoir
A new,

very big

book from
Machaelle
Wright!
is is a beautiful memoir. Certainly one of a kind.
It inspires me to continue to allow life to unfold and surprise
me. It makes me think more about what I need to be doing
to carve my own way. — Maggie Neiss, South Chester, PA

From Jeannette and Beth, the QL Duo:

We were lucky enough to be among the first who read
Pivot. It opened our minds and hearts to a better understanding and appreciation of our lives, our world and the
universe beyond.
We have worked at Perelandra for over 25 years, and
have read all of Machaelle’s books multiple times. Still,
we found this book riveting and new. Whether you’ve
also read them all or haven’t read any yet, you’ll find
Pivot to be an experience unlike any other.
Machaelle takes us on a deeply personal and insightful
journey from her beginnings through to what she’s doing
and thinking now, over 70 years later and after having
founded Perelandra nearly 40 years ago. She looks ahead
to her pivot-woven future, and reveals what’s in store for
her, and for Perelandra.
If you’ve been looking back and thinking about your
life lived so far, Pivot will give you a fresh perspective, a
way to find new meaning and understanding in your

own journey. As you look ahead to life in front of you,
Pivot will inspire you to make the most of your adventures, opportunities and choices. It’s more than a memoir
about an extraordinary life. Pivot is about life at its
largest, and what can happen when we recognize the
unique possibilities before us, and each live our own life
at its largest.
With this memoir, Machaelle pulls back the curtain,
giving a unique look behind the scenes of an expanded view
of the bigger picture. — Emily Dobson, Decorah, IA

Think you know what “pivot” means?

ink again! A pivot occurs when a person who has been
traveling on a familiar, well-defined life path makes a
sudden voluntary or involuntary turn that untethers the
individual from that path and propels him or her onto a
new and often unrelated path that uproots the individual
from his or her previous world.
is book is about having the courage and confidence to
meet life on its own terms. — Michael T., Canton, OH
When we say “very big” book, we aren’t kidding around.
It’s a rather thick, 848 page, 6x9 inch softcover book. It’s
as rich and inspiring as it is hefty.
(2018. Quality paperback. 848 pp.)

Retail Price: $25
Publisher’s Price: $23.75
eBook: $14

Would you like your books autographed by
Machaelle? Just let us know when you place your order.
Also, you may read chapter excerpts from Machaelle’s
books free online at: perelandra-ltd.com

OPERATION EARTHSAVE: Our Free eMail Service
Just now learning of Machaelle’s new book? Wondering
how you could have missed it? Sign up for our free, byrequest-only email service and stay in the know.
Perelandra isn’t like anywhere or anything else.
Neither is our free email list! “Operation EarthSave” is a
unique service oﬀering more than most. It provides a
direct line of communication between Perelandra and
you, for the information you want when it’s needed and
useful. Our focus is on educating and empowering you
to make the most of what Perelandra has to oﬀer.

We want it to be easy for you to strengthen your
health, balance your environment and improve your
projects and goals by including nature in your life.
I loved your recent email. I had no idea
you could do that with PIC!
Your Garden Series has helped me truly improve
my partnership with nature.
Go to perelandra-ltd.com to learn more and sign up.

perelandra-ltd.com
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BOOKS BY MACHAELLE WRIGHT
Behaving as if the God in All Life
Mattered. is best-selling autobiography

Co-Creative Science. A revolutionary

describes how it all started for Machaelle.
It’s a story of trust and triumph that will
forever change the way you live.

way to address the many serious problems
that are mushrooming all around us. is
book lays out the underlying principles
behind the Perelandra tools.

(1997. Quality paperback. 296 pp.)

(1996. Quality paperback. 208 pp.)

Retail Price: $19
Publisher’s Price: $18.05
eBook: $12

Retail Price: $17
Publisher’s Price: $16.15
eBook: $12

!
NTheewPerelandra
Garden

SECOND EDITION

Workbook. For those who wish
to work in conscious partnership
with nature and want to know
the information nature can
provide about establishing and
maintaining a garden and any
environment in balance.
(2020. Softcover. 352 pp.)

Retail Price: $25
Publisher’s Price: $23.75
eBook: $14

MAP. MAP is a comprehensive medical
program that addresses our general
health; any specific illness, disease or
condition; injuries (serious or small);
our mental health; our emotional
health; and our overall well-being.
(2006. Quality paperback. 288 pp.)

Retail Price: $20
Publisher’s Price: $19
eBook: $12

Perelandra Microbial Balancing
Program Manual. A radically
diﬀerent and extraordinarily
eﬀective health program that
addresses all infectious disease
and microbial imbalances.
(2004. Softcover. 448 pp.)

Retail Price: $35
Publisher’s Price: $33.25
eBook: $14
Publisher’s Discount: From the beginning, Machaelle
has self-published. To show our appreciation for your support
of Perelandra, and thank you for ordering directly from us,
we oﬀer a publisher’s discount on all of Machaelle’s books.

Order Lines: 1-800-960-8806 • 1-540-937-2153

Perelandra Soil-less Garden
Companion. For “gardens” that do

not grow in soil: jobs, businesses,
home, family, finances, classrooms,
arts, personal goals and crisis management. Includes all the processes for
working with soil-less gardens.
(2008. Softcover. 144 pp.)

Retail Price: $21
Publisher’s Price: $19.95
eBook: $12

The Perelandra Essences. e
Perelandra Essences balance and
stabilize our body’s electric system
and the damaged circuits that are
the underlying cause for all health
issues. You will discover that you
have an electric system, and how
you can repair and balance it.
(2011. Softcover. 288 pp.)

Retail Price: $23
Publisher’s Price: $21.85
eBook: $12

Dancing in the Shadows of the
Moon. Dancing is the adult version of

the Harry Potter books—only Dancing
is non-fiction. It examines our perceptions of life, death and reality.
(1995. Softcover. 576 pp.)

Retail Price: $23
Publisher’s Price: $21.85
eBook: $12

The Mount Shasta Mission.

is is the true story of an historic
event vital to the underlying structure
of all government and military on our
planet. It touches all our lives.
(2005. Softcover. 464 pp.)

Retail Price: $23
Publisher’s Price: $21.85
eBook: $12
1
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PERELANDRA SOLUTIONS

New!

BACTERIA
SOLUTION &
VIRUS SOLUTION

Climate change has changed the
world’s health. e global microbial
population is adjusting, migrating
to new areas and causing new,
more diﬃcult problems for humans.
Unfamiliar microbial patterns are
flying around the globe, modifying
rapidly. We’re in a new world.
Machaelle and nature answered the challenge with this extraordinary development. e Perelandra
Virus and Bacteria Solutions oﬀer broad support for health in
this new world by providing targeted monitoring to disrupt
and eliminate “microbial misbehavior.”
To address the full onslaught and uptick of out-of-control
microbial activity, and a range of issues that science is beginning to attribute to microbes, a dose of each of these two
Solutions should be taken daily. A comprehensive replacement
to the old Seasonal Balancing Solution, it’s best to take both
Bacteria and Virus Solution. ese two Solutions oﬀer a
broader range of support to address more than “seasonal”
issues. ey are most helpful when taken year-round.
Virus Solution
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25
Bacteria Solution
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25
Bacteria & Virus 2-Bottle Combo
2-oz. bottles: $50 $45

MOUTH BALANCING

e Mouth Balancing Solution strengthens and supports the unique balance
required by the mouth for operating
eﬃciently. is Solution addresses the
full range of the mouth’s elements and
ensures the mouth’s ability to function
eﬃciently and well.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 150 doses): $25

NATURAL AGING

e Natural Aging Solution connects us
to the developmental and maturation
process we move through for each of
life’s six aging stages. In this way we
can embrace the experiences and
opportunity each stage oﬀers. When
we move to the next stage, we have a
strong foundation upon which to build.

ESSENCE OF
PERELANDRA (EoP)

Essence of Perelandra provides a
unique balance that adds strength,
stability and support for humans,
animals, environments and projects.
We call EoP “balance in a
bottle.” Use Essence of Perelandra
anytime and anywhere. e dose:
10 drops. You may take 10 drops of
EoP orally to add balance, stability,
strength and support for your overall health
and well-being. Or you may give 10 drops to your child or
infant, or to your pet. You may also use EoP “non-orally” and
provide 10 drops to your job, work-related tasks and any
project or soil-less garden. You may add EoP to your home,
garden or farm to give it additional balance, stability, strength
and support. Always use 10 drops for each dose no
matterhow you wish to use EoP. It couldn’t be easier!
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25
1/2-oz. bottle (Approx. 30 doses): $11

EOP INFUSION PUMP

Machaelle has been working with nature
for decades to establish environmental
balance and strength in her garden.
Essence of Perelandra (EoP) contains
the unique electric pattern derived
from the Perelandra garden biosphere.
e Pump provides a gentle, continuous
infusion of this stabilizing, strengthening
and balancing energy experienced in the
Perelandra garden. When you carry the Infusion Pump in
your pocket, the EoP energy permeates through the glass
bottle and into your body’s environment on all its levels.
It’s helpful if you’re having health, financial, relationship or
employment problems, and when you’re traveling. Keep it in
your pocket if you work in a “sick environment” or are around
sick people. And if simply facing life each day feels more than
you want to handle, the Pump is for you, too.
Note: e Pump does not replace the need for the stronger,
direct impact EoP provides when taking the drops orally.
Dram-size (1/8-oz.) bottle: $8.50

Taken daily, most of the Perelandra Solutions in
2-oz. bottles will last about 2 to 4 months. Also, this
catalog introduces the basics. We oﬀer much more online,
including refill bottles and discounted combinations.

2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25
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PERELANDRA SOLUTIONS
e Perelandra Solutions were developed by Machaelle and
nature to address a wide range of special concerns for humans
(adults and children) and animals. All of the Solutions are safe
and natural, and couldn’t be easier to use. Just put the correct
number of drops into your mouth. Instructional information
is included with first time orders.

SOLUTIONS FOR HUMANS

ENERGY BALANCING & STABILIZING

Provides support for achieving and maintaining your ideal
level of physical activity and concentration, whether you are
underactive or overactive. Excellent for adults and children.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25

WEIGHT BALANCING

Provides support for achieving and maintaining your body’s
ideal weight range whether you are underweight or overweight. Gently shifts your body’s related elements and systems
as you move toward and then reach your ideal weight.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25

BITES & STINGS

Supports our ability to address insect bites and stings, and
their resulting challenges. Excellent for those who work, rest
and play outdoors.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 150 doses): $25

Perelandra
Bottle Buyers Club
Members of the Bottle Buyers Club get:
• Free Perelandra Essences and Solutions:
For every 5 bottles of the same size you
buy, you get one free bottle of that size
• Free shipping within the U.S. for orders
that include bottled products
• $15 oﬀ international shipping for orders
that include bottled products
• A welcome gift worth over $25.
See p. 7 to learn more.

JOINT HEALTH

Provides support and balance to the human body in relation
to all elements that are a part of the joints and joint health.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 150 doses): $25

HUMAN EXTERNAL PARASITES

Supports our ability to address challenges from external parasites from exposure to dirty water, soil and animals.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 150 doses): $25

HUMAN INTERNAL PARASITES

Supports our ability to address health challenges caused by
internal parasites.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25

SOLUTIONS FOR DOGS & CATS
ese are easy-to-administer oral Solutions given regularly for
strengthening and maintaining the health of your dogs, cats,
puppies and kittens. e instructions include tips on how to
administer the Solutions to finicky cats and dogs.
To get a general idea of what each of the Solutions for
animals addresses, read the corresponding human information
above. A full description is given with each product listing
on our website.
Canine: Joint Health
Canine: Internal Parasites
Canine: External Parasites
2-oz. bottle: $25 each

Feline: Joint Health
Feline: Internal Parasites
Feline: External Parasites
2-oz. bottle: $25 each

Order Lines: 1-800-960-8806 • 1-540-937-2153
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MBP BALANCING SOLUTIONS
MBP BALANCING SOLUTIONS

EASY TO USE AND NO LEARNING CURVE!
Each MBP Balancing Solution addresses the balance and
function of a body system and the microbes that work in
conjunction with that system.
e MBP Balancing Solutions are safe and natural. ey
are daily oral solutions that may be taken by adults, pregnant
women, children and animals. One 2-oz. bottle lasts one
person three to six months. A brochure with instructions will
be included with all first orders.
When considering which Solutions are right for you, we
recommend starting with the Immune and Lymphatic
2-bottle Combo. en look at the list of Solutions and ask,
“Does this MBP Balancing Solution apply to my concerns?”
If the answer is yes, add in that particular Solution.
Still confused? Well, give our Question Hot Line a call and
let us help you with your selection. Or, for a more personalized start, ask the PIC Librarian. (See p. 8.)

IMMUNE & LYMPHATIC
2-BOTTLE COMBO
2-oz. bottles: $50 $45

First Time Orders
All first time orders include a brochure or card with
the instructions you’ll need for your new Solution(s).
e instructional brochures and cards are free, and
we are happy to include extras upon request.
Or, you can always view, download or print the
directions right from our website:
perelandra-ltd.com

4

Cardiovascular System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 240 doses): $25
Cell Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 170 doses): $25
Digestive System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 170 doses): $25
Endocrine System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 200 doses): $25
Immune System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 200 doses): $25
Integumentary (skin/hair/nails) Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 150 doses): $25
Lymphatic System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 240 doses): $25
Muscular System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 300 doses): $25
Nervous System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 170 doses): $25
Reproductive System Balancing Solution—Female
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 240 doses): $25
Reproductive System Balancing Solution—Male
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 240 doses): $25
Respiratory System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 170 doses): $25
Skeletal System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 170 doses): $25
Urinary System Balancing Solution
2-oz. bottle (Contains approximately 150 doses): $25
Taken daily, most of the MBP Balancing Solutions
in 2-oz. bottles will last about 2 to 4 months.

BEGINNER’S
3-BOTTLE COMBO

If Perelandra health products
are new to you or you would
like to help someone get
started, add ETS for the
perfect beginning combination: MBP Immune and
Lymphatic Solutions and
ETS for Humans (see p. 5).
2-oz. bottles: $75 $65

perelandra-ltd.com
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EMERGENCY SOLUTIONS (ETS)
ETS FOR HUMANS

Perelandra’s ETS for Humans is the
perfect solution that fits everyone’s
needs for any sudden or “unscheduled” physical, emotional or mental
situation that can be large or small,
serious or passing. It’s for all those
events that can occur throughout
our day that we don’t plan for, would
have appreciated not happening, and
that cause anger, frustration, confusion,
pain, panic, irritation and fear. When these
kinds of “intrusions” occur, we immediately reach for and take
ETS for Humans. It is convenient and easy to take during
those times when we aren’t able to think straight. Once we
stabilize ourselves with ETS, we are better able to intelligently
and calmly turn our attention to what else we need to do to
address what has just occurred.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 100 doses): $25
1/2-oz. bottle (Approx. 25 doses): $11

ETS FOR ANIMALS

ETS FOR PLANTS

ETS for Plants has been specially created by nature for family
gardens, house and atrium plants, forests, truck gardens,
patio plants, landscape plants, trees, shrubs, pond and dune
plants . . . Anything that falls within the category of plants.
is ETS can be used as part of a plant’s general balancing, as
well as for those times when a plant experiences stress from
weather extremes or pollution, and serious insect infestation
or disease.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 80 doses): $25

ETS FOR SOIL

Soil is an important element in all our lives. We walk on it,
sit on it, build on it, move it around, plant in it, mow over it,
put highways over it, create ponds and lakes in it . . . It’s the
foundation of our planet and the underlying support for
everything we do—both in and on soil. ETS for Soil is for
those working with any soil, as well as for those working with
soil-less gardens and projects.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 80 doses): $25

is Solution is for animals—furred, feathered and scaled. It
is perfect for any sudden or “unscheduled” situation, large or
small, serious or passing. It can be used for any animal, any
time they get “rattled” and thrown oﬀ balance, including
those thunderstorm freak-outs and other times your animal
panics or experiences anxiety or fear such as travel, sitters, vet
visits, new animal or person in the home, etc.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 100 doses): $25
1/2-oz. bottle (Approx. 25 doses): $11

ETS FOR SOIL-LESS GARDENS

ETS for Soil-less Gardens was specially created to address
the balance and strength of all the elements that make up a
soil-less garden. By using the ETS for Soil-less Gardens to
monitor, repair and maintain balance, clarity and strength,
our personal and professional projects will function better,
and with greater clarity and ease.
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 100 doses): $25

e Perelandra Information Center
or “PIC” is your personalized
resource for better understanding
of the Perelandra bottled products.
See p. 8 to learn more.

Order Lines: 1-800-960-8806 • 1-540-937-2153

ETS FOR WATER &
ETS FOR ATMOSPHERE

ese two Solutions are for those who are caring for the
environment using e Perelandra Garden Workbook (see p. 1).
ETS for Atmosphere and ETS for Water oﬀer all-purpose
repair and balancing. ey also address climate change impact
and damage. Because these Solutions address a complex
environmental mosaic, they must be tested along with the
other Solutions in your Co-Creative Gardener’s Kit. ey are
integral to the Workbook processes and you will appreciate
what they add to your environmental balancing.
ETS for Atmosphere
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25
ETS for Water
2-oz. bottle (Approx. 120 doses): $25

5
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THE PERELANDRA ESSENCES
The Perelandra Essences
are oral solutions taken to balance and
stabilize the body’s electric system and its circuits.
They also are taken for maintaining the overall
strength and balance of the electric system.

THE PERELANDRA ESSENCES
ere are five diﬀerent sets of Perelandra Essences that work
in combination with one another and cover the full range of
what’s needed to balance and stabilize an electric system: Rose,
Garden, Rose II, Soul Ray and Nature Program. Each set is
produced from electrical patterns derived from the Perelandra
garden and the nature kingdoms that are part of Perelandra’s
seventy-seven acres. e electrical patterns contained in each
bottle are set in a water-based solution that is preserved with
brandy or white vinegar for safety and longevity. e pattern
held in each bottle addresses diﬀerent circuitry in your electric
system and diﬀerent kinds of circuit imbalances.
e Essences are bottled in concentrate form in pharmaceutical dropper bottles that make it easy for you to place one
drop of a needed Essence on your tongue or several drops of
the Essence in a glass of water to be sipped throughout the
day. Because they are used one drop at a time and because
they are well-preserved, each bottle has an indefinite shelf-life.
You’ll be keeping and using these sets for many years.

BOOK: The Perelandra Essences
is book is your “owner’s manual” for the Perelandra
Essences (see p.1) and includes all the information you’ll
need for using the Essences for any situation. It also has
expanded information for using ETS with the Essences.

WHICH ESSENCES TO PURCHASE FIRST
If you are interested in the Perelandra Essences but, after
reading the additional information on our website, you are
still confused about how to start and what’s best for you,
please don’t hesitate to call our Order Line or our Question
Hot Line. Let us help you get started.

PERELANDRA ALL
ESSENCES SETS
(all 5 sets)

If you feel strongly about the
Essences and you want to make
the leap to include them in your
health regimen, we suggest that you get the Perelandra All
Essences Set (51 bottles).
All Essences 1 (⅛-oz. dram bottles): $332 $298
All Essences 2 (½-oz. bottles): $494 $450

6

ROSE ESSENCES (set 1)

e Rose Essences function with one another to address the
electric circuits that support us as we proceed through our
normal evolutionary process, and the mechanisms within us
that are set in motion to facilitate our periods of growth.
Eight ½-oz. bottles: $78

PERELANDRA GARDEN ESSENCES

e Garden Essences balance and restore the electric circuits
that are needed to address physical, emotional, mental and
soul issues that we face in our day-to-day life in today’s world.
Eighteen ½-oz. bottles: $172

ROSE ESSENCES II

Rose Essences II balance and stabilize the electric system and
its circuits that support all deep expansion experiences when
we are required to function in new ways.
Eight ½-oz. bottles: $78

NATURE PROGRAM ESSENCES

e Nature Program Essences address and reestablish an electric system’s balance in two ways: 1) ey strengthen the system in relation to the body’s important microbial populations.
And 2) Sobopla, Moon and Bowl Essences address the electric
system’s and body’s balance in light of its relationship to the
larger environmental picture.
Nine ½-oz. bottles: $88

SOUL RAY ESSENCES

e Soul Ray Essences balance and stabilize the electric
system and circuits that are connected with and support soullevel activity. ey also address the circuits that support development towards conscious awareness of this activity, and the
circuits that support the integration of the soul-level activity
with the physical, emotions and mental levels.
Eight ½-oz. bottles: $78

perelandra-ltd.com
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PERELANDRA BOTTLE BUYERS CLUB
I am pleased to introduce something that I think you
are going to love. File this under “Times they are a’
changin’.” When I introduced PIC, a unique, comprehensive, personalized approach for using the Perelandra
bottled products (see p. 8), how the bottled products are
used took a major leap forward. We soon began to get
reports of people experiencing amazing successes. As word
got around, new people jumped on the PIC bandwagon
every day. But PIC completely changed how you folks
are purchasing our Essences and Solutions. And we
noticed that our original setup for selling the bottled
products was no longer working well — for you or for us.
So we decided to throw out the original sales approach
and come up with something completely diﬀerent.
I think it will fit nicely with those of you who work with
the Perelandra Essences, MBP Balancing Solutions, ETS,
Virus, Bacteria, and any other Perelandra Solutions
daily, or frequently, and need to replenish your stock
with replacement bottles. I’m pleased to oﬀer:

The Bottle Buyers Club

Now instead of waiting for the bottles you need to go on
sale and then putting out extra money to purchase multiple bottles because you don’t know when the next sale will
come around, you can join the Bottle Buyers Club. is
allows you to purchase any individual bottles you need
(some of them free!) when you need them, 24/7, 365 days
a year. And to boot, the Bottle Buyers Club also includes
a special break on your bottle shipping costs!
~ Machaelle

Order Lines: 1-800-960-8806 • 1-540-937-2153

e Perelandra Bottle Buyers Club is an annual subscription service that oﬀers:
• Free Perelandra Essences and Solutions:
For every 5 bottles of the same size you buy in
one order, you get one free bottle of that size
• Free shipping within the U.S. for orders
that include bottled products
• $15 oﬀ international shipping for orders
that include bottled products
• A welcome gift worth over $25
By becoming a club member, you can always save on the
Solutions or Essences you need, when you need them.

HOW IT WORKS

Annual membership is $90. After becoming a member,
you may begin requesting your free bottles with any
qualifying orders. When ordering online, customers in
the U.S. will see the “Bottle Buyers Club: Free U.S.
Shipping” option during checkout. And international
customers will enter a special coupon code for your $15
shipping discount.
We’ll send reminder emails prior to your membership
renewal date, but you won’t need to do anything. If you
wish to continue saving, your subscription will renew
automatically, and you’ll receive an email to let you
know you’re part of the Club for another year.

MEMBERSHIP GIFT

When you first sign up for the Bottle Buyers Club, we’ll
send a free gift worth over $25 with your next shipped
order: A 1/2-oz. bottle of EoP, a printed PIC Booklet
and a lovely surprise of our choosing!

7
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PIC:

Perelandra Information Center
We invite you to enter pIC—it’s open 24/7—and learn about
what pIC oﬀers and how to use its services to enhance your life
in every conceivable way. To say that with pIC the sky is the
limit is an understatement. ere’s no registration fee, membership or purchase requirements. You don’t even have to travel
to get to pIC. It’s there to serve you no matter where you are
and any time you’d like. all you have to do is come on in and
enjoy this new world.
all of the information about pIC is free online. Just go to our
site, click on your friendly pIC Librarian and learn all about it!
printed booklet: p-pIC . . . $5

OUR WEBSITE: perelandra-ltd.com

ORDERING

Our catalog is simplified and streamlined to introduce just
the basics of what perelandra has to oﬀer. If you want the full
information on any of these products, go to our website. It’s
all there, along with so much more.
We are constantly updating the site with new information,
tips, bulletins, suggestions, messages from machaelle, photo
galleries, videos and slide shows of the garden . . .
Checking our site weekly wouldn’t be too much since many
things change over a week’s time. We invite you to go online
and spend time “walking around perelandra.”
Here are some of the things you’ll find:

For eCatalog users, you’re in luck. To order, simply click on
the product. It will take you to our website product page and
you place your order from there. If you’d like to talk with us
about ordering, the Order Line is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
eastern, monday through Friday.

• a complete description of all perelandra products,
including those not listed in the catalog such as
workshop DVDs and CDs, papers, balancing kits
and other materials used with perelandra processes.
• Discounted combinations of bottles, books and
other products put together for different needs.
• a supportive and extensive “Learn more” section,
product instructions and guides, question and answer
forums, articles, bulletins and resources to help you
make the most of your perelandra tools.

OUR EMAIL LIST: Operation EarthSave
To get the latest, we encourage you to sign up for our free
email service. You can choose to receive every email we
send, or request to only get health- or environment-related
bulletins, or just get emails about gardening.

U.S. & Canada: 1-800-960-8806
Overseas & mexico: 1-540-937-2153
During the hours we’re not in the oﬃce, we oﬀer an easy
voice mail system that will record your order.
We process and ship orders promptly, usually within
48 hours. please allow up to two weeks delivery within the
United States. Changes to orders must be made before
1 p.m. the same day.
Be sure to have your credit card ready when you call.

QUESTION HOT LINE

e Question Hot Line is open from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
eastern, every Wednesday.
1-540-937-3679
If you have questions about how to use our products and
processes, or if you are having trouble deciding how to begin
with the perelandra products and what’s best for you, the
Question Hot Line is for you. To assist as many folks as
possible, we need to limit the calls to ten minutes. please
prepare your questions before calling.
If you have questions about placing an order or a problem
with an order you’ve placed, please call our order line.

For the full perelandra web experience,
or to sign up for emails:
perelandra-ltd.com

You may also email:
email@perelandra-ltd.com

Copyright © 2018-2022 by Perelandra, Ltd.
All rights reserved. Printed on recycled paper.
Cover artwork by James F. Brisson.
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Celebrating the Power of the Individual
by Machaelle Wright
Founder of Perelandra

P

erelandra celebrates the power of the individual.
everything we oﬀer is geared to the individual and
his or her quest to live in balanced and environmentally
friendly ways in three main areas: environment, health
and soil-less gardens (a business, home, special projects,
the creative arts—all “gardens” that do not grow in soil).
at Perelandra we increase the power of the individual
tenfold by including an element that is guaranteed to
provide balance in all areas of our lives: nature intelligence.
e current global crisis is an excellent demonstration of
what we humans don’t know about
interfacing with nature’s planet and
about balance as it relates to every
aspect of our lives and health. Well,
here’s an interesting idea: How about
allowing nature—the intelligence
inherent in that nature—to join us in
equal partnership to give us the input
we need to make new decisions and
live in new ways that have a strong,
positive impact on our lives and our
health as well as the planet?
sometimes it is diﬃcult to understand the power of one person living
in a world of billions of others. Here’s
a little exercise to help. take a moment
to think about the breadth and depth
of the environmental disasters we face
today. ink about the air pollution and the health
eﬀects we experience when we breathe that air. ink
about the serious water issues we face: the pollution, the
scarcity, the looming wars over water. ink about the
deteriorating soil quality, the dying oceans, the endangered
wildlife, the increasing occurrences of wild fires that each
year are more severe than the last. and think about the
critical issue of global warming and its ramifications for
everyone and everything around the world.
now think about this: every one of these problems
has been created by us humans over a relatively short
period of time. by “us” I don’t mean large groups or
global populations acting in concert. ese disasters
have been created by individuals acting independently.
by “us” I am referring to you, me, our spouses, each of
our children, our grandfathers, our grandmothers, our
cousins... Our current crises were created by each of us
acting independently and establishing a personal and
professional lifestyle that was environmentally deaf,
dumb and blind.

Order Lines: 1-800-960-8806 • 1-540-937-2153

e needed coordination between governments and
industry to turn these crises around will never succeed
if we as individuals don’t join in the eﬀorts. If the same
number of individuals who created the problem focused
on what they need to do on the personal level to live an
environmentally conscious life, we could turn the global
problems around in an amazingly short time. I believe in
the power of the individual and I believe in the importance of our acting responsibly as individuals without
waiting for the right leader or group. In actuality, it’s
the power of the individual that leads
the way.
now imagine what we individuals
could accomplish if we teamed up with
the greatest authority in the field of balance—nature—to help us personally to
make the best decisions for improving
our lives and our planet. Imagine what
it would be like if individual scientists
not only made discoveries that could
unravel the environmental mess we
have created but also made new discoveries that didn’t add to or perpetuate
the problems.
Perelandra is all about giving you the
information and tools for creating just
such a partnership for addressing every
aspect of your life and work. In his
2007 speech on the acceptance of the nobel Peace Prize,
al Gore said: “It is time to make peace with the planet.”
to this I add,

It is time to make peace with nature.

While we’re talking about celebrating, Perelandra has
been in business since 1981. Decades of growth, change
and reaching out to a lot of folks in the U.S. and around
the world who like what we have to oﬀer. You folks have
made our years possible, and it’s hearing about how the
diﬀerent Perelandra tools have improved your health,
your environment and your life that make being here at
Perelandra so rewarding. So I thank you for your interest
and your support.
With best wishes,
Machaelle
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